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An Interview with Tim Robinson
Brian Dillon

Since the early 1970s, the writer, artist and cartographer Tim
Robinson has essayed a varied and suggestive series of projects
that aspire to and risk what he calls ‘the good step’ across the
complicatedly overwritten territory of Connemara and the Aran
Islands. Born in Yorkshire in 1935, Robinson studied mathematics
at Cambridge and worked as a teacher and artist in Istanbul,
Vienna and London. In 1972, exasperated by an art scene in which
he had begun to acquire some success, he left London for Inis Móir,
the largest of the three islands. The first practical manifestation
of his relationship with his new home was a map, completed in
1975. In 1986, he published Stones of Aran: Pilgrimage, in which
he explores the history and topography of the island’s perimeter
(‘the sea’, he had been informed on arrival, ‘goes all the way
round the island’). The book’s companion volume, Stones of Aran:
Labyrinth, published in 1995, is an investigation of the interior.
Since then, he has written Setting Foot on the Shores of Connemara
and Other Writings (1996), the essay collection My Time in Space
(2001), a book of fictions, Tales and Imaginings (2002), and most
recently Connemara: Listening to the Wind (2006), the first volume
in a projected three-volume work. With his wife Máiréad, he
continues to publish maps and books under the imprint of Folding
Landscapes, based at his home in Roundstone, County Galway.
BRIAN DILLON: Your career as an artist in
London in the sixties already suggests that
you were fascinated not only by a certain
kind of relationship between the individual
and the landscape, but particularly by the
notion of a mobile landscape, of which the
coast is the perfect example. Is this what
you found when you first moved to Aran?

Tim Robinson, 2005.
Photograph: Penguin

TIM ROBINSON: The decision of my
partner M. and myself to leave London
for the Aran Islands in 1972 was a drastic
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response to a conjunction of practical and
psychological problems. Our landlord had
bought us out of our comfortable West
Hampstead flat, and the trying business of
searching for an equivalent seemed at best to
promise nothing more than a continuation
of everydayness; I was turning away from
the public world of the visual arts in which
I had invested my creativity for the previous
decade and needed solitude and silence
in which to concentrate on writing; we
both wanted change, another throw of the
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dice. Underneath all that was a sense, not
uncommon at that period, that the culture
of the city, rich and heady as it might be,
needed to be brought into relation with the
countryside. The environment was becoming
an issue; symptomatically, various visual
artists were undertaking journeys and siting
constructions in rural areas and remote
wildernesses. I found myself taking long
walks through the suburbs of north London,
navigating by the sun or by distant glimpses
of the steeples of parish churches in Kilburn,
Neasden and Harlesden (which I identified
with Proust’s bell-towers of Martinville).
A couple of years earlier I had exhibited a
series of large geometrical abstract paintings
suggested by the most generalized residue
of my experiences on a walking tour in
Provence: they had titles like Windward
and Towards the Sun, they were intensely
directional, and now they look to me like
street signs saying ‘Out of Here!’ Another
artwork of those last London years was
Moonfield; it was shown in a large gallery,
in almost total darkness, and consisted of a
hundred or so flat geometrical shapes, white
on one side and black on the other, scattered
on a black floor; initially they lay black side
up and were quite invisible, but as people
found them with their feet and turned them
over and rearranged them, a ghostly lunar
landscape came into existence. Later on
this seemed to have been a premonition
of the great horizontal sheets of limestone
surrounding the cottage we occupied on the
Aran Islands, a thousand shades of grey by
daylight, silvery by moonlight, black and
glittering in rain. Another project planned
during those last London years, but never
realized, was for a concrete floor moulded
into a shallow wave formation, the distance
from wave-top to wave-top being a good
stride, the regularity of which would impose
a rhythm on whatever additions were
brought to it — dance, water, a scattering
of measuring rods, oblique candlelight,
etcetera. In Aran (as I’ll call the islands,
for convenience), I found landscape-sized
areas disconcertingly reminiscent of that
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abandoned project: acres of flat rock
riven by systems of parallel fissures, which
force a regularity, or at least a degree of
forethought, upon one’s steps.

Perhaps you can trace some of the history
and motivation of the Folding Landscapes
project?
Coming to Aran was the great good step in
my life. A hundred other islands of Britain
or Ireland might have given us adventure
and mental stimulation, but I doubt if
any of them combine so many profoundly
individual and fascinating features as Aran.
I have hinted at its extraordinary glaciated
limestone-karst geology; its flora and the
bird-life of its great cliffs, its archaeology
— neolithic tombs, Iron Age stone cashels,
early Christian oratories — its still lively
Gaelic language, its folklore and country
ways, are all equally intriguing. The
projected novel I had brought with me was
soon swept out of mind by the flood of
words in which I recorded my day-by-day
discovery of the islands, in volume after
volume of diary. When a local lady, seeing
that I was spending all my time walking
and taking notes, suggested that I make a
map of the islands, the idea seemed so right,
as a way of recording and integrating my
findings and sensations, that I started to
plan the work that same night. The only
detailed maps available at that time were the
Ordnance Survey sheets at six inches to the
mile, which had last been updated in 1899
— topographically very accurate but rather
blank so far as placenames went. I took
these as a basis, and spent a long summer
walking every path, marking in every house,
collecting information of all sorts from
everyone I met, leaning over the cliffs to
sketch their ledges and overhangs. It was an
exhausting struggle against rain and wind,
but by the end of it I felt that the islands had
been so deeply etched into my very being
that I could have printed off an image of
them by rolling on the paper. The islanders
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were deeply interested in my progress,
and as I had begun to learn Irish and was
particularly interested in the oral history
and placelore of which they were the sole
custodians, the map took on some aspects
of a communal creation. Looking back on it
now, that first attempt at a map was a crude
production; since then I have published two
more versions, the latest with a ‘companion’
book explaining the Irish placenames and
summarizing the islands’ history; and that
is as far as I can go, in the medium of
cartography, towards creating an adequate,
if not a worthy, image of Aran.

Cartography is, for you, then, a matter of
recording something of your own passage
across the landscape, or around the
perimeter of the island?
One of the satisfactions of do-it-yourself
cartography is carrying through the whole
of the process, from choosing the area to
be mapped, deciding on the parameters of
scale and sheet size, exploring the terrain,
doing the drawing, overseeing the printing,
and finally selling the maps — activities
normally spread between people who never
meet. Creatively, the important identification
here is between the person who explores the
terrain and the person who does the drawing;
this brings the process into the realm of art
and makes cartography a mode of expression
of a lot more than topographical fact. In
terms of our life on the islands, the most
gratifying closure of the circuit of action was
carrying a pile of the finished product into
the little shop run by the elderly lady who
had first suggested the map.
As soon as I had done this I rewarded myself
with a trip to the Burren, the limestone
uplands of County Clare, which lie just
east of the islands. I had read about its
extraordinary flora, with its mixture of
Mediterranean and arctic-alpine species, and
I soon found that it was equally remarkable
in its geology and archaeology. But it is

a complex area sprawling over hills and
valleys, a glacially carved plateau, and
there is no point from which one can get
an overview of any large proportion of it.
Instead, a moment of time came along that
revealed the possibility of mapping it, of
grasping and expressing some unity in it.
M. and I went for a long hike one beautiful
autumn day, and as we were crossing a pass
between two valleys we heard the echoing
cries of men and barking of the dogs and
saw a long file of cattle winding along a the
track that diverged from ours and climbed
to the uplands. An unusual feature of the
farming life of the Burren is that the cattle
are pastured in the lowland meadows, near
the farmhouses, for the summer milking and
calving season, and spend the winters on
the barren-looking uplands, grazing the thin
but nutritious herbage that grows among
the rocks. In accordance with tradition, the
cattle are moved to the winterage on or near
the first of November, and brought down
again around the first of May, these two
dates being those of the ancient festivals
of Samhain and Bealtaine. The fact that,
without knowing anything about it, we had
witnessed a trace of one of these two ancient
rites of the Celtic year, swung open a door
for me into the past and the particularity of
the Burren. But during the following year I
often felt that door closed against me, as I
struggled physically with dense thickets of
hazel scrub in search of megalithic tombs,
and psychologically with the region’s lonely
crags and gloomy legends and rampant
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superstition. I am proud of the map, which
looks like a model of clarity, but I am
conscious of how much personal darkness is
unexpressed in it.
By 1984 we had been living on Aran for
most of each of twelve years; I had mapped
the islands twice, completed the Burren map,
and was beginning on a map of the south
Connemara coast; my aim was to map all
the land visible from Aran, as if that were
a necessity in order to find my feet in this
destabilizing new world. But it was time
to make something more structured and
practical and economically supportive than
a cottage hobby out of this almost ritualistic
and magical activity of mapping. We moved
to Roundstone in the west of Connemara,
where we rented a studio and a little house,
and M. set up Folding Landscapes, which
still continues to publish and distribute
the maps and a few related books. The
south Connemara map spread to become
a map of the whole of Connemara, which
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took seven years to complete and was not
published until 1990. Since then I have
concentrated on writing, using the maps as a
way of ordering and storing experience and
information.

Was the cartography always meant to be an
adjunct to writing?
Whatever its mental and physical demands,
cartography is a welcome relief from and
evasion of the task of writing, and I do
regard the making of those three maps as a
detour — a very fulfilling one, if inordinately
lengthy — in my life as a writer. In London
I had written a good deal — a novella, and
a number of short fictions that I felt little
drive to publish at the time and that didn’t
see the light of day until recently — and in
Aran I had begun the two-volume study of
the biggest of the three islands eventually
published as Stones of Aran, Part 1,
Pilgrimage and Part 2, Labyrinth, in 1986
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and 1995 respectively. It is a very personal
work despite its pretensions to objectivity
and comprehensiveness, and its pervading
imagery of the step taken across difficult
and complicated terrain derives from my
feelings about our right relationship to the
Earth. Since then I have written My Time in
Space, a collection of essays responding to a
retrospective realization that everything I’ve
done has had to do with space of some sort,
whether it was my mathematical studies
at Cambridge, my geometrical abstracts
and installations, the cartography, the
topographical writings, or my avid popularscience reading on the cosmos. Now I’m
engaged on work on Connemara, the first
volume of which has appeared, and at the
same time I have been drawn into visual art
again and am experimenting with two or
three projects, each with some reference to
real or psychological topographies.
A few years ago I dug out some artworks I’d
made in the year we left London for Aran
but never shown to any but a few visitors
to my studio. One of them was a slim
white wooden rod a yard long, suspended
vertically by a multitude of coloured threads
attached to its upper end, which at the time
I’d seen as marking a stride taken towards
the centre of the earth. The others were
bundles of slim rods of various lengths,
marked with black bands on white, that
lay scattered on the floor, and now look
to me like measuring rods; the rediscovery
of these works with their references to
walking, to the step, to mapping, was rather
shaking; was it impossible to step free of
one’s circle of obsessions, even by uprooting
oneself in the middle of a career, taking up
a new medium of expression, and leaving
the centrality of the city for somewhere as
marginal as possible? I used these old works
together with quotes from the more recent
work done in Ireland in an installation
called The View from the Horizon, shown
at the Irish Museum of Modern Art in 1997,
which explored the necessity and apparent
impossibility of stepping free of one’s own

personal network of metaphors. So I think
the answer to the question as to whether
the cartography was always intended to
be accompanied by writing is that the
connection between them and the work in
other media has been at a level below free
will and has manifested itself in a web of
dreamlike correspondences.

The islands seem to have been subject to
several sorts of misinterpretation, especially
when it came to naming their geological
features. Even inhabitants of one island
would often remake the names of another.
You write that ‘offshore usage re-creates
the surrounding landscapes; like a poet I
know who finds his lines by glancing along
titles on library shelves, so the fisherman
low among the waves raises his eyes and
picks words off the land with which to
write sentences on the sea’. The process
is especially obvious with the earliest
Ordnance Survey maps.
The first Ordnance Survey maps of Ireland
were made for use in such financial and legal
contexts as the setting of rates and rents and
the assigning of leases. There was, however,
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a section of the OS, set up in 1835, called
the Topographical Department, which was
charged with the collection of information
on what would now be called ‘Heritage’.
It was headed by George Petrie and among
the scholars working for it was John
O’Donovan; these were among the great
names in the transition from antiquarianism
to archaeology, and the study of the ancient
manuscripts and annals of Ireland. The
department took on such a life of its own
and showed so much energy and enthusiasm
in its researches that the authorities soon
recalled the OS to a stricter adherence to its
more mundane aims, but in the meantime
John O’Donovan travelled the remotest
corners of Ireland, describing ancient
monuments in copious letters to the OS and
collecting placenames from Irish speakers
and from written sources. However, the
policy of the OS was to anglicize these
names; that is, to spell them out according
to the phonetic system of the English
language. This was a process that had been
going on piecemeal since the earliest days of
the English colonization of Ireland, but now
it was being implemented systematically. As
a result, over most of Ireland the placenames
have lost their subtlety of sound (to take the
most basic and omnipresent example, there
is a world of difference between the slightly
silly-sounding element ‘bally’, meaning
‘a settlement’, and the subtle swerving
phonemes of its Irish original, baile) and
have been rendered meaningless, thereby
shedding their load of historical, mythical
and descriptive content.
But Irish is still alive and well in Aran, and
although at first I had no knowledge of
the language, I soon realized that the mapnames were a travesty and often lent the
prestige of the official to glaring errors of
transcription and interpretation, and that
most placenames in daily use had never been
written down. So it became my intention
to try and undo this historical insult to
the language and its speakers; there was
an element of post-colonial reparation in
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undertaking this task. Of course I soon
found that my slow-growing command
of Irish was inadequate and I took to
consulting experts (as I also did in the fields
of archaeology, botany, etcetera.). Tomás
de Bhaldraithe, the leading lexicographer,
and Tomás Ó Máille, the professor of Irish
at University College Galway, and the
staff of the Placenames Department in the
Ordnance Survey, were my principal and
most generous mentors, and with their help
I am proud to have restored some thousands
of names to the map record of the areas I
have covered.
Although my own maps are based on the
mensurational work of the OS and there
is no way I could have carried out what
was indeed the work of an army of men,
there are several practices of official or
professional cartography I felt free to
depart from if they did not suit the nature
of the terrain I wished to express. A most
impressive and characteristic feature of the
Aran Islands is the superb range of vertical
or overhanging cliffs facing the Atlantic;
on OS maps they are reduced to little more
than a line because of the insistence on a
standard overhead view; I preferred to show
the cliffs in a seagull’s-eye perspective, with
their principal ledges (many of which had
names, as the cliffmen of old used to go
down them after seabirds), even if I had to
sacrifice a little accuracy in the coastline in
order to meld the cliff view with it. When I
started on the map of Connemara, I found
that it sat better on the paper if the edges of
the sheet were not aligned with the national
grid in the standard manner. I remember
vividly imagining I was taking the landscape
in my hands and turning it a little when
I made this decision; that feeling was like
a realization that the region did form a
graspable unity, and that therefore it was,
in a deeper sense than the usual, mappable.
The question of what the cartographers
call ‘ornamentation’ was crucial for me.
The word has connotations of superficiality
and the superfluous, but I wanted whatever
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symbolism I used to indicate rocks, sandy
beaches, mudflats, etcetera, also to convey
something of the experience of treading
those terrains. So my maps are covered with
minute flecks and twirls and dots of ink,
the day-long execution of which became
an almost trancelike reminiscence of the
act of walking across the very spot I was
now drawing. Again, the idea of the step
underlay this practice, and the urge not to
alienate the foot from the hand, or the body
from the mind.

You note that J. M. Synge seems not to
have noticed some of the most beautiful or
alarming features of the islands. Can you
speculate as to why that might have been?
Of course, Synge has a particular interest in
language and custom, but I wonder whether
there is not a more general distinction to be
made between two sorts of romanticizing
(or Romanticizing): a geological Sublime
and a cultural Picturesque?
Synge’s The Aran Islands, based on his
experience of spending a few weeks on the
islands in each of a few years from 1898, is

a very well-shaped work, apart from some
folkloristic overburdening of its last section.
Presumably he excluded some geographical
material in order to focus on the people, and
the fascination and enigma of the book is the
conflict between realism and romanticism
in their depiction, and how shallow Synge’s
commitment to his subject matter makes such
aesthetic distinctions appear. Nevertheless,
it is disconcerting to find no mention of
such amazing features of the islands as
the great block-beaches of countless huge
boulders pushed inland and assembled into
rampartlike ridges by waves that must have
broken over the tops of hundred-foot-high
cliffs. The famous prehistoric stone cashels or
ringforts too are scarcely alluded to, even the
most impressive one almost overhanging the
cottage he lodged in. However, in his private
notebooks there is a remarkable passage in
which, having walked across to the Atlantic
shoreline for the first time, he describes his
first sight of ‘the magnificent waves towering
in dazzling white and green before the cliff’.
He likens the experience to that of a man
with a fully educated perception of music, but
quite ignorant of it, on hearing a Beethoven
symphony for the first time, that of a man
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‘with full power of appreciation’ standing
before a woman for the first time, and that
of a man knowing nothing of death who
comes across a corpse. These impossible
scenarios imply that the soul is as deeply
open to the profundities of nature as it is to
art, sex and death; Synge’s brief wrestling
with this personal experience is in its honest
inadequacy more engaged and engaging than
a recourse to a theory of the Sublime.

With regard to Robert Flaherty’s film Man
of Aran (1934): it would be easy to see it as
a film that merely sets cultural quaintness
against implacable Nature: but as you point
out, it’s also, at its most apparently abstract
moments (the storm scenes, especially), a
film about substance, about air, water and
rock. I wonder if you can say something
about how you see the relationship, in your
writing and mapping, between cultural
history and the physical palpability of the
coastal landscape?
Flaherty depicts the physical world as
nameless, uncharted and extrahistorical, and
his archetypal Man of Aran and his family
as engaged in an epic struggle against the
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elemental forces of Nature rather than in
an ecological relationship with them. But
despite the extremity of its setting, Aran life
was ingenious in its accommodations with
rock and wave and wind; ironically, it’s only
in our foolish present days that Araners
build on higher ground, for the sake of a
view, instead of tucked into the lee of scarps,
and suffer the consequences of battering
wind and rain. I’m intrigued by the intimacy
of relationship of past generations with the
shore, as evidenced by the close weave of
placenames covering even the ledges of the
cliffs, as mentioned earlier. Such geological
determinations of cultural forms as the basis
of commerce between the populations of
the Connemara littoral and the Aran Islands
being the different properties of granite and
limestone interest me too. (Aran’s fissured
limestone is dry and carries a sparse but
fertile soil, whereas granite is impervious
and gives rise to acidic soil and to bog;
hence the export of turf to Aran, in return
for potatoes — and even for gravestones!
— has been the saving of Connemara, to
the point of the denudation of its own
land.) The fissures of Aran, running largely
north–south and enlarged by weathering
into clefts many feet deep and several inches
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wide, have imposed their directionality on
paths, field walls and settlement patterns;
since their formation is probably related
to the slow pulling-apart of Europe and
America over the last two hundred million
years, I think of the Aran farmer following
a stone-walled track between his fields as
walking arm in arm with the Atlantic. I also
like the fact that the incredibly tortuous and
indented Connemara coastline was evidently
designed by God with smuggling in mind,
so that even poor fisherfolk could go to
worship Him in fine silk hats from Guernsey.
These connections are rich hanks of threads
in the web of causality.

You warn at one point in Stones of Aran
against the application of ‘overluxuriant
metaphors’ to inhuman reality. I was
reminded by that passage that one of John
Ruskin’s first examples of the pathetic
fallacy is from Charles Kingsley’s Alton
Locke: ‘They rowed her in across the rolling
foam — / The cruel, crawling foam’. Is the
danger (if that’s what it is) greater with a
seabound and vanishing territory?
Living on an island, a little habitable space
in the midst of a rampant wilderness, forces
a metaphorical or allegorical dimension into
everyday space, as does living within sight of
the edge of a cliff subject to unpredictable
collapses. At least, so it did for me, though
many an islander might have been amused

by the idea. But I also relished the island’s
deep anteriority to all human interpretations
of it. I suppose a lot of Stones of Aran is
taken up with the ironic juxtaposition of
non-human reality and meaning; which of
these two is the island and which the ocean?
In the remark you allude to I was
underlining a passage in which I describe a
beach on which the waves subscribe
themselves in the shape of the tideline,
seabirds imprint their signatures on the wet
sand, etcetera. I claim there that we
(humans) are the only sources of meaning ‘at
least on this beach of the universe’. Many
would disagree profoundly, but for me this is
a most probable fact, on which I’d found my
attempts to understand how things are.
However, the metaphors I complain of are
almost unavoidable, useful and not harmful
if kept on the reins of scepticism. A related
question comes up for me when I reread
other passages, written at various times, in
which I seem to be suggesting that Space is
our unrecognized god, or that the Earth is
an object of worship; I suppose in fact I’m
using an established persuasive shorthand
here for directing our powers of attention
and care, for I have no supernaturalist
beliefs about the Earth or anything else
including Nothing. The geopoeticist Kenneth
White suggests that the word ‘sacred’ might
be given a rest for a few generations — but
despite its unwanted millennial baggage, I
don’t know how to do without it. It’s an
unsettled and unsettling question for me.
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